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Summa-ry 
By this decision the Commission grants, in modified 

form, the complaint of Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) 
proposing access to the extra space in Pacific Gas and Elect-rie 
Compauy's (PG&E) billing envelope by consumer representative 
organizations for the purpose of soliciting funds to be used 
for residential ratepayer representation in proceedings of 
this Commission involving PG&E. 

The decision addresses the effect of prior Commission 
determinations on the ownership of the billing envelope extra 
space; procedural issues raised by the parties; jurisdictional 
attacks on the Commission's authority to grant the relief 
requested, including constitutional issues; and the me'rits of 
ehe proposal. 
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Int-roduetion 
The parties and subject matter of this case are not 

new to us. The issue was first raised by TORN as an intervenor 
in the proceedings of the rate application filed by PG&E in late 
1980 (Application 60153). In those proceedings TURN argued, 
among other things, that this Commission should find PG&E's 
inclusion of its publication, Progress, in the customers' billing 
envelopes to be tmproper because it violated the advertising 
standards of the Public Utility Regulatory Procedures Act of 
1978 (PURPA), 16 U.S.C. Section 2601, et seq., by which PG&E 

was bound • .!.! At the time TURN's primary concern was not how 
the billing envelope space should be used but preventing PG&E 
from using it in a way TURN believed to be illegal. 

In developing its argument on this point TURN suggested 
certain possible legal bases for this Commission's controlling 
such envelope use. One was for the Commission to restrict PG&E's 
use based on a finding that the envelope was ratepayer property-
an idea first propounded by Justice Blackman in his dissent in 
Consolidated Edison Co. v Public Service Commission (1979) 447 

US 530, 534, N.l. (Con Ed). 
In our decision on the application, Decision (D.) 93887 

issued December 30, 1981 (as modified by D.82-03-047 issued 
March 2, 1982), we concluded that, as !URN asserted, we had 
adopted the PORPA political advertising staDdards, that PG&E was 
bound by them, and that PG&E had engaged in political advertising 
in the Progress from time to time in violation of the PURPA 

1:/ The relevant PURPA sections prohibit a utility from recovering 
from its ratepayers any direct or indirect expenditure for 
political advertising. 
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prohibitions. We did not adopt the idea tbat the envelope itself 
is ratepayer property~ as nrRN suggested. However~ we did find 
that the "extra space" in the billing envelope is ratepayer 
property. (D.93837 as modified, Finding of Fact 58~ p.220.) 
We defined extra space as the space remaining in the billing 
envelope, after inclusion of the monthly bill and any required 
legal notices~ for inclusion of other materials up to such total 
envelope weight as would not result in any additional postage. 
cost. 

Our conclusion concerning the ownership of the extra 
space resulted from our analysis of the unique factors which 
~llow this issue to exist. It was clear then as it is now that 
envelope and postage costs And any other costs of mailing bills 
are a necessary part of providing utility service t~ the customer~ 

4t so the costs are a legittm&te revenue requirement which we should, 
and do~ permit PG&E to include in the rates it collects from 
ratepayers. However, due to. the nature of postal rates (which are 
assessed in increments of one ounce) extra space exists in these 
billing envelopes. If we regarded that extra space as the 
property of PG&E~ then the ~esult would be that along with PG&E's 
legitimate cost of mailing it would also be entitled to profit 
from the economic value of that extra space.~( Such a result 

As we stated in D.93887~ there is no question that ,this space 
has value. ~ntificat1on of that value, though~ is neces
sarily subjective and imprecise since it is dependent on a 
number of variables such as the nature of the insert ~ the 
identity of the beneficiary or beneficiaries of the communiea
tion and some alternative means of conveying the same 
information to the same people. It may also include such 
intangibles as the aura of goodwill created around the 
proponent of the message or some other party~ and the increased 
probability that the recipient will peruse a eommunication 
enclosed with a bill over One sent separately. 
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is inequitable because it provides PG&E with a benefit beyond 
the mailing expense legittmately reeoverable from the ratepayers. 
Minclful that the extra space is an artifact generated with rate
payer funds, and is not au intended or neeessary item of rate 
base, and that the only alternative treatment would unjustly 
enrich PG&E and stmultaneously deprive the ratepayers of the 
value of that space, we eoneluded that t~e extra spaee in the 
billing euvelope "is ?'roperly eonsidered as ratepayer property". 
(D. 93887 , Finding of Fact 58, p.220.) 

We reiterated our view that sueh a conclusion was 
mandated by the equities of the situation when, in our decision 
in Center for Publie Interest Law and Robert L. stmmons v San 
Diego Gas & Electric Company, D.83-04-020 decided April 6, 1983,31 
we stated: 

"We have stated that the extra spaee be longs 
to the ratepayers. In so doing, we are noe 
so much describing a traditional property 
right as an equity right. ••• •••. we are 
saying that the reason the ratepayers pay 
for the billing envelopes and postage is 
that those costs are an expense necessary . 
to the operation of the utility. So, what 
the ratepayers are legit~tely paying for 
is the conveyance of their bills and 
occasional legally mandated notices. 
Since these documents together do not 
generally add up to one ounce ••• the rate
payer has paid. for some empty space ••• " 
(P .14.) 

11 'Ihis case is also known as the ''UCAN" ease because it 
proposed establishment of the Utility Consumers Action Network 
or tJCAN. 
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In the preseQt matter TURN has filed a complaint 
against PG&E for not permitting access to the extra space in its 
billing eavelopes by intervenors for the purpose of soliciting 
voluntary donations to be used to represent residential ratepayers 
in Commission proceedings involving PG&E. This complaint is a 
response to the invitation we made in D.93887: 

". • • We invite '!'URN or any other 
interested party to file a complaint 
witb tbis Commission with a proposed 
solution to this 'extra' space problem. 
The complaint would seek an order from 
us to the utilities, such as PG&E~ 
that they utilize the economic value 
of the 'extra space' more efficiently 
for the ratepayers' benefit. We 
caution, however, that we will not 
lightly adopt such an order and that 
the considerable First Amendment 
problems must be fully addressed in 
such complaint." (P.lS9(g) as mOdified.) 
TURN's complaint lists three alternative "Consumer 

Advocacy Checkoff" proposals. Each alternative proposal calls 
for a billing envelope extra space insert, as a two-year 
experiment, which (1) explains the program, (2) sets forth a 
list of pending and anticipated PG&E applications and other 
cases likely to have a significant effect on customers' rates 
and services, and (3) invites voluntary donations to support 
advocacy by consumer organizations (identified on a check-off 
list by name, address, and date of incorporation) on behalf of 
PG&E's residential customers before the Commission. The insert 
would also include a return envelope for mailing donations· to a 
central collection point for transmittal to the organization or 
organizations checked off on the list. 
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The alternatives differ from one another in the 
following specifics: 

4. Proposal 1 would require the Commiss ion 
or its designated representative, such 
as the Public Advisor, to produce and 
write the insert. Donations would be 
sent to the care of the Public Advisor 
for transmittal to the various 
orgatdzat ions. 

b. Pro?Osal 2 is the same as Pro~osal 1 
exce~t that the functions assigned to 
the Commission or its designated 
representative would be performed by 
or under the su~ervision of a "blue 
ribbon" p&oe 1 a~pointed by the 
Commission with the assistance of its 
Public Advisor. 

c. Proposal 3 would allow only 'I'URN to 
solicit donations by way of an insert, 
similar in format to the others, but 
prepared by TURN. 

A prehearing conference was held on this matter before 
Administrative Law Judge"(ALJ) Baer on August 9, 1983 in the 
Commission f s Courtroom in San Francisco. A hearing was held in 
the same place before ALl Colgan on September 12 through 15, 1983. 
The right to intervene was requested by two ~arties: the 
California Association of Utility Shareholders (CAUS) and the 
california Public Interest Research Group (Cal PIRG). Both 
were granted. Only CAUS actually participated in the hearing 
or filed briefs. the Commission Staff through the Legal Division 
participated ~y cross-exarninin~ witnesses and filing ~riefs. 

the matter was submitted on September lSi pending 
:eceipt 0: one late-filed exhibit on September 2l, 1963, 

simultaneous closing briefs due September 28, 1963 and simulta
neous :eply briefs due October 4, 1983. 
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of Prior Decision 
T~e oro.er~q paragraphs in D.93887dio. not address the 

space issue. PG&E's position is that our statements in D.93887 
~~e extra space are dicta because our o.iscussion of ownership 

0: the envelope space did not address third party access but was only 
for tb.e limited pu....-pose of "explaining that a. value can be assessed. 
to the 'extra' space" in the conteXt of our determination of whether 
a PURPA violation existed. Therefore, PG&E concludes our statements 
in D. 93887 about the extra space are not sub.ject to the rules of 
collateraJ. estoppel or to Public Utilities (PO) Code Section 1709 

states: 
"In all collateral actions or proceedings, 
the orders and decisions of the commission 
which have become final shall be' conclu
sive." 
We need not decide this issue to arrive at a proper disposition 

Of~~'S complaint. Whether or not the rules of collateral estoppel 
app~y to ou: findings and statements in D.93S87 as to the ownership 
of the ext::a space, those findings and statements were :made after a 
full heari:l.g and opportunity to brief the issues. PG&E has not 
~e=suaded us that there is any reason to relitigate those questions at 
t!l.is juncture and we shall not do so. We consider findings of fact 
58, 58(a), S9 and 60 of D.93887 as being final for purpose of this 
proceeding_ 
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Disouted Evidence 
PG&E survey 

ALT/COM/LMG 

The effect of D.93887 is also important in dealing 
·~th an evidentiary matter which arose during the hearing when 
PG&E attempted to of~~~ a document of over 100 pages (marked 
Exhibit 12) entitled "Progress: A Readership Study". 

According to ?G&E~s offer of proof, the document would 
have shown that "Progress is a useful and efficient use of the 
billing space, that it is a valued publication rece'ived by the 

'ratepayers, and that it has an effective conservation measure [sic1 

to be presented." (~597-59a.) Counsel for PG&E also claimed 
that the document would be useful to the Commission as a basis 
for determining who would use the bill~q envelope more efficientiy 
and effectively (generally RT 5S5-599). In conjunction with this 
exhibit, PG&E also offered. questions and answers 10 through 17 

of the prepared testimony of its witness,. Gerald W .. Sword (maJ:ked 
as Exhibit 11). 

Counsel for TORN. objected to the admission of both 

dOC'l:ments on the ground of relevancy and as improper rebuttal 
testimony.. The objection was sustained as to both documents 
by the ALJ. 
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In its opening brief PG&E again argues that these 
documents properly rebut the second sentence of paragraph 11 of 
the comp14int~ which states: 

'Therefore~ this use of the extra space 
in the PG&E billing envelope is a more 
effective use of the economic value of 
that space than that provided by the 
existing alternatives, i.e., the dis
semination of the 'PG&E Progress' and/or 
the non-use of the extra space." 

PG&E also ar;ues that the ALJis ruling, which relied on the 
impropriety of the evide'Oce as rebuttal, applied the rules of 
evidence and procedure" so egregiously as to deny PG&E procedural 
due process". (PG&E's Concurrent Opening. Brief, p..16-.) As a 
consequence PG&E reques:s che Commissi~n to reopen the proceeding 
and aceept the complete test~ony of Gerald W. Sword and the 

study. We decline to do that. The ALJ's ruling on these two 

document. was proper. 

PG&E's argument tmplies that it is necessary Or 
appropriate to weigh the 'value" of inclusion of the Progress-
as measured by ratepayer perception--against whatever other use 
might be proposed for the extra space--apparently as measured by 
the same yardstick. In so arguing, PG&E ignores the fact that 
we laid that issue to rest in D .93887 • We said: 

'~se of the space for the Progress instead 
of some other p~oses· deprives the rate
payers of that 'value' which they own." 
(P .159b.) 
Thus, while 1n Finding of Fact 60 of D.938S7 we stated 

that the t~ost effiCient means of capturtng for ratepayers' 
benefit the full economic value of the extra space remains to be 
determined in a future proceeding," we made that statement in 
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the added context of having determined that the extra spaee 
belongs to the ratepayers. 

It was not our intent then, nor is it now, to involve 
ourselves in judging the relative merit of the speech of different 
factions. ''It is not the content §f the- PrQn~si'1 that we ue 
concerned with," we stated in D.93887 (p.159d). 

By our statement in Finding of Fact 60 we intended 
to suggest to future complainants that we needed more information 
in order to decide in a coustitutionallyequitable and practical 
manner how to neutrally determine who should have access to the 
extra space and how such access should be apportioned. 

Therefore, any evidenee proferred for the purpose of 
establishing the perceived merit of the content of the Progress 
is irrelevant to this proceeding and was properly excluded. 

Thomas C. Long's Testimony 
PC&E also offered testimony of Long (Exhibit 10). 

!URN objected to the admission of questions and answers 5 and 6 
and Table 1, and staff joitled that objection and also objected 
to the relevance of questions and answers 7 and 8. After a 
great deal of oral argument the AU took the objections u-o.der 
submission pending receipt of written argument. Examination 
and c:~oss-examination proceeded 4S if the testimony had been 
received. 

As counsel for PG&E explained, questions and answers 
5 and 6 aDd Table 1 are for the purpose of showing that the 
revenue requirement which has been allowed for bill mailing 
expenses has not been sufficient to cover aetual costs due to 
postage increases in the last several years. We find this 
evidence is relevant to the jurisdictional issues 

-
raised by PG&E and ~estions and answers 5 and 6 and 
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Table 1 will be received. Question 7 appears to be addressed 
to the expertise of this witness; however, part of that answer 
and all of question and answer 8 go to opinion outside Lon~'s 
area of expertise. Nonetheless, clue to the nature of the inquiry 
and the extensive cross-examination which took place on these 
items, we think it inappropriate to delete these questions and 
answers since it would require a fruitless exercise in deter
mining which part of Long's lengthy cross- and redirect
examination should also be stricken. 

Long testified that amounts authorized to be collected 
for mailing expenses were not sufficient to cover actual costs 
during certain periods of time between 1971 and 1981 because V 
postage rates rose. He concluded that since PG&E is responsible 
for bill mailing expense even if rates are inadequate to cover 
it during the future test year, PG&E "is vested with cost 
responsibility". This testimony does not alter Our opinion 
regarding ownership of the extra space. ~iation betweel;l a't'O\.'D:lts adopted 

for ~terrakinq and aC'oJal expenses is inev'itable in test year rat~. It 

has clearly been this Cattnission' s policy to include. in rates an anount sufficien.t 

to cover Ml reasCMble bill mailin<J expense. The fact that in hindsiQht these 

atO\.'D:lts did not precisely reflect I=C&Et 5 act~ expenditures for po~e d:IJrinQ 

certain periods of time does not detract from that fact Or 
justify our treatment of the extra billing envelope space as 
the property of the utility rather than of the ratepayers. 
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MOtions to Dismiss 
In addition to the substantive constitutional grounds 

which we address elsewhere, PG&E has also moved to dismiss the 
complaint ou a number of procedural bases, which are discussed 
below. 

a. Failure to Follow the Commission' 8 Di't'ective 
in De9~S7 to Discuss the First Amendment in 
the omplaint. 
POinting to our invitation to parties in D.93887 to 

file a complaint a~t matters such as this one, and specifically 
noting our statement that "the considerable First Amendment 
problems must be fully addressed in such complaint", PG&E 
contends TURN's complaint should be dismissed because the 
complaint itself does not address the First Amendment. PG&E 
assumes that that is what we meant to require by our statement 
in D.93887. While our statement might have been more artfully 
worded, we certainly did not intend to depart from our established 
practice by requiring legal arqurnent to be part of a 
complaint. The complaint merely alleges the activity or practice 
which complainant believes to be improper. Legal principles 
applicable to tbe allegations are set forth in briefs or oral 
argument after the facts have been elicited in a hearing. 

Our statement about the First Amendment was merely 
meant to alert any future litigants on this issue that we would 
not adopt any proposal unless the proceeding instigated by the 
complaint presented us with a record which fully addressed the 
First Amendment problems which such a proposal might raise. 
In this case. the First Amendment problems were first addressed 
by PG&E in its MOtion to Dismiss filed prior to- the hearing. 
The First Amendment issues were addressed further in the parties' 

:r:espooses to l?G&E's not.:i.on and in their 0pec1ng' and clos:ing briefs. Since the 
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First A~t problens have been fully adO.ressed ~ reauired by' :0,93887 r 
we Will reject the motion to dismiss on this proceaural oasis. 

b. Failure to State a Cause of Action. 
PG&E states that the complaint does not set forth 

'~ny act or thing done by any public ut1lity ••• in violation 
or claimed to be in violation. of any provision of law or of 
any order or rule of the commission ••• " as required by PO Code 
Section 1702. the complaint provision. 

~ile this matter may seem to fall between the cracks 
when PU Code Section 1702 is applied to the facts alleged, there 
is a broader mandate applicable here. PO Code Section 705 states: 

'~enever in Articles 2. 3. and 4 of this 
chapter a hearing by the commission is 
required, the hearing may be had either 
upon complaint or upon motion of the 
commission." 

Such a hearing is a prerequisite to our determining whether a 
utility's practices are "unjust, unreasonable, unsafe, improper, 
inadequate. or insufficient." Based on that we tben, by order 
or rule, fix the practices to be followed. See PO Code Section 
761 (Article 3). PU Code Section 728 (Article 2), which gives us 
the right to "determine and fix, by order, the just, reasonable. 
or sufficient ••• practices ••• " to be observed should we find a 
utility's practices affecting rates to be "insufficient, unlawful, 
unjust. unreasonable, discriminatory, or preferrential ••• ;' also 
requires a hearing. 

Thus. we conclude that a complaint alleging unjust or 
improper practices as was flIed here complies fully with statutory 
requirements and we will deny the motions to dismiss based on 
that ground. 
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c.. Failure to Si'go Complaint 

PG&E also notes that TURN's complaint in this matter 
was not signed as required by Rule 4 of our Rules of Practice 
and Procedure (Title 20, California Administrative Code, 
Section 4) .. While this is apparently accurate, it was not 
noticed by our Docket Office at the ttme of filing. If it had 
been, it would have been rejected until remedied. The matter 
was in hearing before this technical issue arose. 

!he prepared testimony of the ewo witnesses for TURN 
together sponsors each allegation of the complaint. 
sylvia Siecel, executive director, and Michel Peter 
FloriO, attorney, testified extensively under oath,on both 
airect- and cross-examination. 

The purpose of Rule 4 is to guard against frivolous 
vexatious, harassing filings by requiring the responsible parties 
to attest to the alleqations. 

As a result of Siegel's and Florio's testimony, all 
the allegations have been. attested to and t~e purpose of Rule 4 has 
been served. Thus we think it appropriate to invoke the equitable 
consideration authorized by Rule 87 which, in pertinent part, 
states: 

"'I'b.ese rules shall be liberally 
construed to secure just, speedy, 
and inexpensive dete~ination of the 
issues presented. In special cases 
and for good cause shown, the 
Commission may permit deviations 
from the rules. ..... rr 
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Other Jurisdictional Clatms 
&. The Dedication Issue 

CAUS takes the position that this C01JlDission may not 
order PG&E to allow others to use billing envelope space because 
PG&E has not dedicated that space to public use. Since the 
space has not been so dedicated, CAUS asserts, the Commission 
lacks jurisdiction to grant the relief sought. To support 
this position CAUS cites our decision in Rolocard v PT&T et al. 
(l981) 6 CPUC 2d 649 as corrected by D.92980; modified and 
rehearing denied by D.93362 (1981). Holocard is clearly 
inapposite to the p't'esent matter. That case involved a proposed 
business (Rolocard) seeking an order requiring the utility to 
participate in the operation of the business to the extent of 
billing Holoeard's customers, on Holocard's behalf. In rejecting 
Rolocard's clatm we discussed the traditional prinCiple of 
dedication of utility property to public service which we have 
relied upon over the years. Obviously, hcwever, where 
the property in question (the extra space) belongs to the rate
payer, this principle cannot be applied. 

Furthermore, all the dedication cases have in common 
an attempt to require the utility to commence some new service. 
As TURN properly points out, "[tJhis proceeding simply does not 
present a dedication question, because TURN is not requesting a 
new public utility service." (TURN reply brief p-.33.) 

TURN proposes that we order PG&E to refrain from 
exercising exclusive control over the extra space so that TURN 
and perhaps some other entities may have access to it.· This is 
not equivalent to new utility service, it is merely a proposal 
for more efficient use of existing service. Such Commission 
action is certainly within the ambit of authority described 
in PU Code Section 761. 
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b. Management Prerogative 

As both CAUS and PG&E note in their post-hearing briefs, 
the value of utility property that has been rented to others 
(e.~. pole space or office space) can be credited cy the 

Co~~ission a~ainst revenue requirements in rate setting proceedings. 
PG&E additionally points out that we may not, consistent with 
the rule set forth in Pacific Teleehone and Telegraph Co. v Public 
Utilities Co~ission (l95C) 34 C 2d 822, and other earlier cases,. 

interfere with actual management decisions re9ardin~ the activities 
themselves. Whe~ the subject is utility property, that ocservation 
is g enerally true. However, it does not pertain to the extra 
space since, as we have explained, that space is not utility 
property. 

Furthermore, as the case above makes clear, "Ct1he 
primary purpose of the Public Utilities Act LCitations omitteg7 
is to insure the public adequate service at reasonable rates 
without discrimination." 34 C 2d 822, 826.Y A practice which 
recoups the economic value of the extra space for PG&E in 
addition to recouping the costs of mailing discriminates 
against the ratepayers since it would be impossible for this 
COmmission to credit any ~~ount certain against revenue require
ment because the value of the space might fluctuate from message 
to message, time to time, and customer to customer, as described 
in footnote 2, supra. Therefore, we reject the claim of PG&E 
and CAUS that we lack jurisdiction over the present matter 
because it constitutes improper interference with a proper 
management prerogative. 

I 

./ 

Y In a recent discussion of the "invasion of management" rationale 
in this case the Supreme Court stated: "Later cfases ••• have , / 
cast serious doubt on the eontinuinQ validity 0 much of the V 
reasoning in Pac. Tel." General Telephone Company of California 
v Publ. Utile Comma S.F. 24459 (filed Oct. 20, 1983), 
slip opinion at 12. 
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Relative to this management prerogative argument 
PG&E suggests that even if the billing envelope were public 
property, the ease law still per.mits PG&E to deny access to 
third parties. However, in citing Danskin v San Diego Unified 
School District (1946) 28 C 20. 5-36; Adder1ev v F1orio.a (1966) 
385 US 39, 17 L eO. 20. 559; and Lehman v Citv of Shaker Heights, 
et al. (1973) 418 US 298, 41 L eO. 20. 770, PG&E misses the 
crucial point that it is the governmental entity in charge of 
~~e public facility which has the prerogative, under certain 
circumstances, to restrict access to the facility. Presumably, 
under ~~s line of cases, if we hao. determined that the billing 
envelope was public property, which we have not, it would then 
be the Commission which had the authority to determine how access 
could be restricted. The conclusion that such authority would 
rest with PG&E is not supporteo. by th~se cases. 
The Nature of TORN 

Both PG&E and CAUS argue that even if the Commission 
does have the right to order PG&E to make this extra space 
available to others, allowing TURN such access would still be 
improper because TURN is not a democratically instituted 
organization, it is not consumer-controlled, it does not represent 
a clearly defined class, its claims a.bout whom 'it repre'sents 
are inaccurate and overstated, and it has demonstrated that it 
cannot be trusteo. to clearly and accurately describe its past 
role in rate proceedings. 

TORN's complaint o.escribes the organization as a 
" ••• non-profit California corporation ••• 

(whichJ represents the interests of 
residential utility consumers generally, 
as well as specific consumer organizations 
and constituencies, such as the statewio.e 
Consumer Federation of California, a federation 
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of approximately one hundred organizations; 
the Consumers Cooper~tive of Berkeley, with 
a membership of approximately 90,000 families; 
San Francisco Consumer Action; the California 
Legislative Council for Older Americans; the 
California Gray Panthers and other organizations 
and individuals.~ 
It is correct that TURN is not a membership 

org~ization with voting members who decide its policies. 
The testimony of TURN's executive director, Sylvia Siegel, 
illustrated that the organization is funded by donations and 
some grant funds (as well as some PORPA awards!/ granted by 
~~is Commission). The organization's policy, however, is set 
l:ly a l:loard of directors which is comprised of representatives 
from at least five of the consumer organizations me~tioned 
above. 

Siegel's testimony made it clear that while there is 
certainly no uniformity of interests ~ong ratepayers--even 
a."none; residential rate?ayers whom this proposal specifically 
addresses--there are many positions which TORN takes regarding 
PG&E that would be shared l:ly substantially all such ratepayers. 
These include, she testified, a desire to keep rate of return 
ane evaluation of rate base relatively low. As to issues such 
as rate design and energy conservation subsidies, Siegel 
testifiee that TURN takes positions consistent with the policy 
its board of directors adopts. So, for ex~ple, TORN opposed 

if The Commission has adopted rules (see C",lifornia Aeminis.tr",tive 
Code, Title 20, Section 76.01 et seq.) pursuant to· PORPA, the 
Public Otility Regulatory Act,' of 1978, which provide for the 
aware of reasonable attorneys' fees, expert witness fees, ane 
other reasonable costs to cons~er participants in certain 
hearings involving electric utilities. In oreer to l:le 
eligible for such aware the consumer must demonstrate, among 
other things, significant financial hardship. TURN has 
received such awards within the past twc years, most recently 
in D.S3-0S-04S issuee May lS, 19S3. 
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the ZIP and RC~/ progr~s in Commission proceedings because 
TURN took the position that the p~ograms were subsidized by 
the nonparticipants--primarily low-income, elderly, and renters. 
Obviously some residential ratepayers liked these pro9r~s; 
however, it must be acknowledged that TURN's position represented 
the interests of a significant group of such ratepayers. 

We are unpersuaded by arguments that TURN's claims 
about itself are so inaccurate as to cast doubt on its veracity. 
T~~ has demonstrated in its testimony and in past participation 
in proceedings before this Commission an ability to represent 
the interests of a substantial segment of the PG&E residential 
ratepayer population. It has also demonstrated that it is a 
properly constituted nonprofit California corporation, and that 
it is presently involved in COmmission proceedings involving 
PG&E. Furthermore, it has adequately demonstrated during this 
hearing that it cannot participate in all the regulatory 
proceedings of PG&E it might otherwise participate in without 
significant financial hardship. 
Merits of TURN's Proposals 

As noted above, TURN proposes that the extra space in 
the billing envelope be 'Used in one of three ways. PG&E and 
CAUS oppose all of TURN's proposals on the grounds that they 
are unworkable and ill-conceived. Our Legal Division supports 
TORN's complaint and recommends that we adopt proposal 3. 

~I ZIP or Zero Interest Program and RCS or Residential 
Con~~rvation Service are progr~s 'Under which the utilit~· 
made no-interest loans to ratepa~ers for eert~in ho~e 
conservation devices and conducted free energy conservation 
audits of ratepayers' homes. 
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It believes the proposals 1 and 2 would require excessive 
Commission involvement and that there is insufficient evidence 
to adopt these proposals at this time. 

Before addressing the merit of TORN's proposals, 
we note that in other decisions we have recognized the value 
of effective participation by consumer organizations in Commission 
proceedings. In our UCAN decision, for ex~ple, we stated 
that participation by consumer groups tends to enhance the 
record in our proceedings and complements the efforts of our 
Commission staff. 

Based On the evidence and arguments presented in this 
proceeding, we believe that, in general, TURN's proposals 
are meritorious. Under each proposal, residential ratepayers 
in PG&E's service territory would be given an opportunity to 
be informed of and to support advocacy efforts on their behalf 
through use of the extra space in the billing envelope. We 
believe that this would be an appropriate and efficient use 
of the extra space. 

With respect to the specific variations offered 
by TURN, we believe that it would be premature for us to adopt 
proposals 1 or 2 at this time. These proposals envision a number 
of qualified consumer organizations participating in the check
off program. The organizations would be listed on the materials 
inserted in the envelope, receive monies contributed by rate
payers, and share in program expenses. To date, however, TURN 
is the only organization which has sought access to the PG&E 
billing envelope. Thus, it would be the only organization 
participating in the checkoff program for an indefinite period 
of time. Onder these circumstances, we believe that the mechanisms 
outlined in proposals 1 and 2 are neither necessary nor practical 
at this time. 
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While we are not adopting proposals 1 or 2 in this 
proceeding, we are not foreclosing the adoption of s~ila~ 
proposals in the future. Indeed, a checkoff mechanism whereby 

ratepayers can select among a number of qualified consumer 
organizations may be both necessary and desirable in situations ./ 
where more than one organization has sought access to the 
envelOpe'. We agree with TURN that an essential element of such 
a mechanism is the development of neutral criteria to deter.mine 
eligibility.' 

In this case, we will follow our Legal Division's 
recommendation and order that proposal 3 be implemented with 
some modification. We will require PG&E to give TURN access 
to the extra space in the billing envelope four times a year 
for the next two years. PG&E will be per.mitted to continue 
to insert the Progress during the remaining months. 

In this regard, the fact that the extra space is 
ratepayer property does not affect the fact that PG&E'S ability 
to communicate with its customers also is or may be a beneficial 
use of that space. Our goal, as expressed in 0.93887, is to 
change the present system to one which uses the extra space 
more efficiently for the ratepayers' benefit. It is reasonable 
to assume that the ratepayers will benefit more from exposure 
to a variety of views than they will from only that of PG&E. 
Implicit in this assumption, of course, is the ongoing avail
ability of PG&E's views. Currently, no controls are placed on 
the content of the Progress and we will not undertake to control 
the material inserted by TURN. 

We will establish certain requirements to ensure that 
the process works smoothly. First, priority must be given to the 
billing and legally-mandated notices to customers. If TURN is 
prevented from inserting its material during any month because of 
this priority, it shall be allowed access during another month. 
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This alternate month shall be at TORN's choosing. Otherwise, 
TURN shall be bound by the schedule discussea below. 

Second, TORN shall reimburse PG&E for any co.sts the 
company incurs beyond its usual cost of billing that directly 
result from the addition of TURN~s material. Similarly, 
shareholders should bear costs associated with inserting the 
Progress. We note that currently such costs are not separated 
from other costs of preparing the billing envelope and are not 
treated below the line for ratemaking purposes. This practice 
should cease and all identifiable costs should be assigned to. 
shareholders. We believe that these costs are minimal. 

Third, all of TORN's bill insert material should 
clearly identify TURN as its source and state that its contents 
have been neither reviewed nor endorsed by PG&E or this Commission. 

Fourth, funds received by TORN from the bill insert 
proeess shall be used solely for purposes related to ratepayer 
representation in Commission proceedings involving PG&E. 

Fifth, TURN will be required to establish an adequate 
mechanism to account for the receipt and disbursal of funds 
received through the bill insert process. 

Sixth, we will require TURN to prepare and distribute 
an annual report to all PG&E ratepayers who. contribute to- TURN 
through the bill insert process. The report should describe 
TURN's efforts on behalf of PG&E's residential ratepayers in 
the past year. It should also include a statement audited by 
a certified publie accountant stating the amount received by TURN ~ 

from ratepayers through the insert proeess and how the funds were v 
spent to advance the interests of ratepayers. The first report 
should be distributed on o.r before February 1, 1985- and should 
cover calendar year 1984. A second report should be distributed 
one year later. Copies of TURN's reports should be filed with 
this Commission within five days of distribution. 
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Our order today does not cover every possible 
contingency. Therefore, in addition to complying ~ith the 
requirements set forth above, we e~ect PG&E and TORN to work 
together in good faith to overcome problems. If insurmountable 
problems arise, ~e may have to issue further clarifying orders. 
We hope this will not be the case. We want the program to work 
and we want the parties to make it work. 

Actual insertion of TURN's material shall commence 
30 days after TORN files a notice with this Commission indicating 
that an adequate mechanism has been established to account for 
the receipt and disbursal of all contributions received through 
the insert process. TORN should describe the mechanism in its 
notice. The notice should also identify the months over the 
next two years during ~hich TORN plans to utilize the extra 
space. Both PG&E and TURN will be bound by this schedule. 

Our action today should not be viewed as restricting 
access to TORN. The adoption of this proposal in no way precludes 
other proposals from being considered.. Should other proposals 
be brought before us, we will consider the feasibility and 
benefits of each at that time. If we find that these proposals 
are meritorious, we could order that extra space be made available 
for the new prosr~ along with any previously authorized ones. 
Alternately, we could modify today's decision to provide for 
the implementation of a checkoff program as discussed above. 
This is consistent with the approach adopted in our OCAN decision. 
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Constitutionality of Commission 
Regulating the Use of the Billing 
Envelooe Extra Soace 
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Although we have already stated that the question of 

,. 

who owns the extra space should not be relitigated i~ this proeeeding, 
we are also mindful that the constitutional arguments which 
PG&E (and to a lesser extent CAUS) has raised are jurisdictional 
in ~ture. Therefore, despite our conviction that the issue 
was properly deter.mined in D.93887, we address below the 
constitutional claims made by PG&Z. Four such claims were made: 
that the First Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits 
the Commission from regulating envelope use; that the First 
Amendment prohibits the Commission from requiring PG&E to distribute 
the message of others; that TURN·s proposal violates the equal 
protection provisions of both the United States, and State constitutions; 
and that TURN's. proposal constitutes an unl.awful "taking" of property e under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 
Consti.tution .. 
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4. Regulation of Use of the Extra Space by the Commission 
!he most basic opposition to the Commission's adoption 

of TORN's proposal is grounded in PG&E's claim that the First 
Amendment to the United States Constitution deprives us of 
jurisdiction over the regulation of the use of the billing 
envelo;>e extra space. 

'!he pivotal cases on this issue are Consolidated 
Edison Co. of New York v Public Service Commission of New York 
(1980) 447 US 530 (Con Ed) and its companion, Cent'!"al Hudson 
Gas & Elec. Cor;). v Public Service Commission of New York (1980) 
447 US 557 (Central Hudson). These cases both involved attempts 
by our analogue in New York, the Public Services Commission (PSC) 
to prevent utilities from including certain kinds of insa-ts in 
its billing eovelopes. Con Ed involved political advertising in 
support of nuclear power. Cent'ral Hudson involved advertising 
promoting the use of electricity. The U.S. Supreme Court found 
that each of these types of expression was protected by the 
First Amendment. 

While PG&E claims that the !URN proposal violates all 
the constitutional standards for First Amendment regulation, 
we believe that even assuming these tests are applicable, all 
those standards have been met by the proposal version we adopt 
here. 

1. Time, Placezand Manner Restriction 
!be court in ~ M specifically held t:hat it had long 

recognized 

" ••• the validity of reasonable time, place, 
or manner regulations that serve a signi
ficant governmental ~tere8t and leave 
ample alternative channels for communica
tion. tt 447 US at 535. 
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The court made it clear t."lat such regulation "~ay not be based 
upon either the content or subject matter of speech." 447 US 
at 536. Assuming for argument that PG&E has some property 
:ight in this extra space, the proposal which we adopt here would 
~ a "reasonaole time, place, or manner" restriction in that it 
requires PG&E to share the extra space with TURN. Our order 
also leaves PG&E with "ample alterna.tive channels for communication." 
Indeed, PG&E is allowed to use the extra space to communicate to 
ratepayers two-thirds of the time over the next two years. 
Howeve:, the restriction does not impinge on the content or 
subjeco:. matter of PG&E'S messages. Therefore, the proposal 
as adopted meets this standard. 

2. Pe:anissible Subject Matter Regulation 
PG&E claims that the TURN proposal requires the 

Commission to indulge in impermissible subject matter regulation 
in that it asks the Commission to find that the proposed use of 
the billing envelope is a better use than PG&E's present use of 
the billing envelope. In effect, PG&E asserts, TURN is asking 
the Commission to "evaluate the contents and purPose of its 
proposed message, versus the contents of PG&E printed materials." 
(PG&E's Motion to Dismiss, p.16) PG&E mischaracterizes TORN's 
proposal. The proposal does not require the Commission to look 
at content at all. It only attempts to respond to our invitation. 
for suggestions on how to use the economic value of the extra 
space more efficiently for the ratepayers' benefit. To the extent 
that the proposal as adopted restricts PG&E's use of the extra 
space, it does so on the ground that the space belongs to the 
ratepayers, not on the basis of the content. In any case, 
the proposal as we adopt it is neutral as to content of the parties' 
messages and, therefore, meets this subject matter standard. 
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3. Narrowly,-tailored Means of Serving a 
Compelling State Inte~es~ 

A3 PG&E asserts, when a party advocates that the State 
regulate a fundameu~al right. guch as PG&E's First Admendment 
right to speak, there must be a demonstrable com?elling State 
interest for such regulation. See. for example, Louisiana v 
NAACP (1961) 366 us 293, 6 Legal Ed 2d 301 cited by PG&E. In 
that ease the SU?reme Court ~ a S-page decision found 
unconstitutional ewo Louisiana statutes, one of which 'required . 
certain organizations to file annual affidavits that the officers 
of their foreign affiliates were not members of subversive 
organizations. and the other of which required the organization 
to file a list of the names and addresses of all its members 
and officers in the Stace. The court held that such governmental 
regulation violated First Amencime,nt guarantees because it could 
have the effect of stifling, penalizing, or curbing "the exercise 
of First Amendment rights", and was thus net narrowly enough 
drawn to "tn'event the su?posed evil" it was meant to prevent. 
(366 US at 297.) 

Iu the present matter a compelling State interest in 
regulating the use of the extra space has been demenstrated and 
the TURN proposal as we adept it does regulate that use in a 
constitutionally permissible way. 

The compelling State interest is Que we set forth in 
our UCAN decision: -

'~e State interest, of course, is the 
ass~ance of the fullest possible consumu 
particil'atien in CPUC proceedings and 
the most complete understanding possible 
of energy-related. issues." (D.83-04-020 
at p.17.) 
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!he fact that we have 'adopted a sha~ed approach to use of the 
extra space surely exhibits the "narrowly-tailored means of 
serving a compelling state interest" that the ~ ~ court 
coutemplated. 

Of course this issue only arises where the governmental 
enti~y is restricting some right that the party in question 
possesses. Here~ PG&E claims that ebe right is the right to 
speak through unregulated use of the extra billing envelope 
space. As we have reiterated many times now ~ since tha't space 
is not the property of PG&E in the first place~ it has 00 :right 
to use the space for First Amendment p~oses. 
Distributi~g the Message of Another 

PG&E ci'tes, among othe-rs, the cases of wooley v Maynard 
(1977) 430 US 70S and Miami Herald Publishing Co. v To~illo 
(1974) 418 US 241 for the clear propOSition that the First 
Amendment right to free speech also includes the right to refrain 
from speakit3.g and the right 'Qot to. be c:om~e lled by government 
to publish. tl:1at wh.ich. one does not wish to publish. PG&E contends 
that each of these'rights is breached if we order it to permi: 
access by another to the extra space in its b-il1 ing, envelopes 
and allow messages of those entities to be carried in ~hat extra 
space. 

'!his argument, of course, again assumes ~hat we are 
as~g PG&E ~o publish the messages of TURN or others. In fact, 
as we eX?lained above, we are simply ordering PC&E, which has 
physical control over ~he extra space belonging to the ratepayers 
to make it availa.ble. we are not asking PG&E to publish anything 
as its own. In fact, in order to protect against the poss ibilit.y 
that one receivi~ a PG&E billing envelope would assume all its 
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contents were generated by the utility, we will require that 
all of TURN's bill insert material clearly identify TURN as its 0,/" 

source and state that their contents are not endorsed by PG&E. 
In addition to ordering PG&E to make the space 

available we are also orderin~ it to do one thing further, 
and that is to use its equipment to put the inserts of others 
into the billing envelope extra space. We do not believe that 
this act is equivalent to publication. It is merely a require
ment clearly within our statutory authority to regulate the 
practices of the utility. Of course, we will require that 
TURN pay to PG&E all costs which PG&E incurs beyond its normal 
billing costs. We have ~hosen this method of inserting these 
messages over any other because it appears to be the one which 
will result in the lowest cost to the ratepayers as well as 
the least disruption to the utility's billing process. 

Distribution of the message here is incidental to 
the right of the ratepayers to use the extra space. We conclude 
that these eircumstances do not violate the First Amendment 
protections l1gai,l"lst being required to publish the statements 
of others. 
Equal Protection 

PG&E claims that TURN's proposal violates the equal 
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution and the equal protection provision o·f the 
California Constitution at Article I, Section 7, because 
(1) the consumer advocate is given a preferred position vis-a-vis 
the utility; (2) consumer advocate groups representing residential 
ratepayers are treated differently from consumer advocate groups 
representing nonresidential ratepayers; (3) the Commission is 
forced to draw distinctions, even among residential consumer 
advocate groups, between those who meet the criteria of technical 
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competence and those who do not (see PG&E's Motion to Dismiss, 
p.31). PG&E's argument implies that because a fund~ental 
constitutional right is involved--First Amendment freedom of 
speech--the Commission must show a compelling sta·te interest 
for discrimination of the sort described. We have already 
described that state interest aoove. 

We believe TORN's proposal, as we have adopted itr 
furthers this interest by assuring more complete ratepayer 
understanding and participation in energy issues involving 
their utility. Furthermore, the discr~ination alleged does 
not exist. First, the proposal as we are adopting it per.mits 
TURN and the utility to share the extra space. Secondly, 
no other ratepayer organizations have sought access to the extra 
space. As discussed above, nothing in the proposal as we are 
adopting it prohibits others from seeking access too. 

We therefore perceive no equal protection violations. 
Takinc of Prooertv • 

Additionally PG&E propounds the argument that use of 
the extra space in the billing envelope by others constitutes 
either a taking of private property for public use without just 
compensation in violation of the Fifth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution or a deprivation of property without due 
process of law in violation of the: Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments. 

Again, the argument rests on PG&S'S continued 
contention that the entire billing envelope, including the 
extra space, is its private property. Based on this, PG&E 
distinquishes the circumstances of its billing envelope from 
the case of Prunevard Shoppinc Center v Robins (1980) 447 OS 74, 
64 L ed 2d 741, which upheld an interpretation of t~e California 
Constitution's provisions regarding free expression and petition 
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. 
requiring the owner of a shopping center to per.mit students to 
d.istr~ute liter~ture and. seek support for their petitions. 
The U.S. Supreme Court found that this interpretation did not 
amount to a taking under the Fifth or Fourteenth Amendments. 
l?G&E points to the fact that the Supreme Court emphasized that 
the shopping center differed from other private property in 
that by choice of its owner it was not limited to the owner's 
personal use, but was "open to the public to come and go as 
they pl~ase'·. (Id p.S7) • 

We note, however, that, in context, this observation 
0: the court was used. to explain tha.t: tf'I'he views expressed 
by m~ers of the public •• thus will not likely be identified 
with those of the owner." (Id p.S7.) We are adopting a similar 
·safequard. by requiring that TURN clearly identify its material 
and state that it has been neither reviewed nor endorsed by 
?G&E. SO, even if the billing envelope were regarded as PG&S's 
private property, the distinction cited by l?G&E is irrelevant. 

PG&E also cites the California Supreme Court's 
decision in Pacific Teleohone and Tele~aoh Co. v Public 

Utilities Commission (1950) 34 C 2d 822 as support for its 
conclusion t:h.a.t no ra.tepay~ property rights ean devolve from.' 
ratepayer payment of bill mailing expense. PG&E cites the 
eourtts quotation from a 1913 ease where it states: 

". • • Anc1~ finally, it may noe be amiss 
to point out that the devotion to- a public 
use by a person or corporation of property 
held by them in ownership does not destroy 
their ownership and does not vest title to 
the prope-rty in the public so as to 
justify, uude-r the exercise of police 
power, the tak1tlg away of the management 
and cont:ol of the property from its 
owners without compensation, upon the 
ground that public convenience would be 
better served thereby ••• " (Id pp.828-829 
quoting Pacific Teleohone Etc. Co. v 
Eshleman (190) 166 C 640, 60).) 
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We think PG&E's reliance on this language is misplaced. 
The very central point PC&! ignores here is that the extra space 
is ~ Hproperty held by (Jc&!7 in ownershit:t". It is au artifact 
which the ratepayers have ?aid for and which is extraneous to 
t~e provision of a bill. 

PG&E also cites Boa~d of Public Utility Comm1ssione~s 
v New YC"rk Telephone Co. (1926) 271 TJS 23, 70 l ed 80S for the 
proposition that ratepayers cannot acquire any interest in the 
property ''used for their convenience". (271 'OS at 32.) That 

case, however, h.ad to do with a Commission requiring a utility 

to set rates at a rate thae was conceded to be less than 
projected costs in order to make up for high returns in a 
previous year. l'he court's final statement expla.ins the context 
in which it discussed ratepayer property rights: 

"The pro~rty Or money of the com~any 
represented by the credit balance in 
the reserve for depreciation cannot be 
used to make u~ the deficiency 
L?etween actual return and conceded 
expe'M~. It 

!he Supreme Court was clearly not prohibiting ratepayers 
from having property rights in objects associ~ted with the utility's 
e~erprise, rather it was stating that a CODlD.1ssion could not 
treat the utility's accounts as if they belonged to the ratepayers· 
who contributed the money to them by paying for service. '!'his 
concept has no bearing on the oue now before us. 
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ri~ally, ev~n ass~~nq that the envelope is 
private property~ it must not be forgotten that PG&E is a 

monopoly utility closely ~egulated by this Commission pursuant 

to authority derived from. this State's constitution. Article XII~ 
Section 4 ~ states: 

''The commission may fix rates, establish 
'!'Ules~ ~x.mine records, issue subpenas, 
adiilinister oaths, take testimony, 
punish for contempt, and prescribe a 
unuor.ll system of aCCOUtreS for all 
public utilities subject to its juris
diction. " (Emphasis added .. ) 

Section 5 states: 

. ''!he Legis lature has plenary power, 
unlimited by the other provisions of 
this consti'tUtioc. but consistent with 
this article, to confer additional 
authority and jurisdiction upon the 
c omm1ss ion .... " 

And, the Legisla.ture has enacted PU Code Section 701~ which. 
states: 

'~e com=ission may supervise and regulate 
every public utility in the State and 
may do all things, whether specifically 
designated in this part or in addition 
thereto, which are necessary and conven
ient in the exereise of such power 
a.nd jurisdiction." 

This constitutional and statutory authority proviaes s~fficient 

basis. for a dete~ination bv the Commission that PG&~ must make 
the billing envelope availaole to its ratepayers, or to representatives 
of those ratepayers. 
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However. we .have not required PG&E to share its private 
prope~y.. Rather ~ we have reasoa.a.bly determined that something 
which ?G&E bas in the past treated as its own property is~ in 
fact, the property of PG&E' s ratepayers.. Since the extra space 
in PG&E's billing envelopes is not the pro~rty of PG&E, its 
"takingP' argume-nts are not meritorious. 
Findings of ,Pact: 

1. This Co=uission determined in D.93887 as amended that 
t~e extra space in PG&E's billing envelopes has economic value, . 
and that the eeonomic value was created by the ratepayers. 

2. Quantification of the economic value of the extra, 
sp.a.ce is subjective and im.preeise because it is based on mat:y 

variables. 

3.. This Commission determined in D.93887 as amended 
that ~he 'extra space' in PG&E' s billing envelopes belongs to 
the ratepayers. 

4. This Commission determined in D.93887 as amended 
that PG&E was itself rea~ing tne economic value of the extra 
spac~ and by such use was depriving the ,ratepayers of that 
value. 

5.. This Commission in D.93887 declined to· order PG&E 
to take any action to remedy the inequity created by its use 
of the extra space and the deprivation of the value of that 
space as to the ratepayers because the record was insufficient 
for :~e Commission to determine how the Commission could direct 
PC&! to use the e~ra space more efficiently for the rate?ayers' 
benefit. 
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6. In D. 93887 •. this Commission issued an invitation to 
TURN or any other 1nte~ested party to file a cOMplaint ~th 
the Commission which would expand the record. especially 
addressing First Amendment problems. so that the Commission 
might issue an appropriate order to PG&E regarding how it 

should use the extra space more efficiently for ehe ratepayers' 
benefit. 

7 • By the present comp.laint !URN complied with the 
Commission's invitation in D.93887. 

8. TORN's complaint lists three alternatives for 
utilization of the extra spa.ee by itself and possibly other 
residential consumer advocacy organizations. 

9. :i=s~ ~~en~~ent issues were aceressec by the 

p~ies i~ '~itt~n briefs and ~otions filed with the 

Commission. 
10. At the hearing TURN moved to strike questions and 

answers 5 and 6 and Table 1 of Exhibit 10, the testtmony of 
PG&E's witness, l'homas C. Long.. Staff :!loved to. strike questions 
and answers 7 and 8- of the same witness. !he AJ.,J took the 

motions under submission. 
11. At the h~aring TURN· objected to the introduction of PG&E's 

Exhibit 12. a document, entitled 1~ogress: A Readership, Study" 
and also objected to questions and answers 10 through 17 of , 
Exhibit 11, the prepared testimony of PG&E ts ntness, Gerald W. 

Sword, on the same ·subject. !he ALJ sustained the objection. 

12 • PG&E requests thal: the heari'llg be reo?etleci to permit: 
receipt of the excluded part of Exhibit 11 and Exhi1:>1t 12. 
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13. At the hearing PG&E moved to dismiss for failure of 
TURN ~o allege a violation as required by PU Code Section 1702. 
!he motion was denied by the ALl. . 

14. PG&E moved to dismiss for TURN's failure to address 
First Amendment ?roblems in the complaint itself, clatMing 
that this was required by this Commission's mandate in D.93887. 

15 • PG&E moved to dismiss for TURN t s failure to s 19n the 
c~laine as required by Rule 4 of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice .and Procedure. 

16. CAUS claims this Commission lacks jurisdietion over 

tllis matt:er because PC&E has 'Oot "dedicated" the bU:ing. envelope 
sp.a.ce to public use. 

17. :i:'~&B and CAlJS both. claim this Commission lacks 
jurisdiction over this matter because it would interfere with 
a proper management prerogative. 

18. PG&E argues that this Commission is forbidden by the 
First Amendment from regula~ing the use of the billing envelope 
or requiring PG&E to' d,istribute the messages of third parties. 

19. PG&E claims that TORN's ?roposal would violate the 
e~l protection provisiOns of both. the United States a.nd St"ate 
Coustitutious (Fourteenth Amendment and Ar't1c1e I~ Section 7, 
respectively). 

20. PG&E claims that !URN's proposal would constitute a 
taking of ~roperty without just compensation in violation of 
tlle Fifth and Fourteenth Amendme':lts to the United States 
Constitution. 

21. TU~~ has demonstrated to this Commission an ability 
to represent a substantial group of ratepayers in Commission 
proceed.ings involving the service or rates of PG&E. F"J.rther,. TORN 
has demonstrated that it is' a properly constitu~ed non-profit 
California co~oration, tha~ it is presently involved in Commission 

~ proceed.ings involving PG&E and. that it cannot participate in all 
?G&Z proceed.ings it might otherwise participate in without 
signific~~t financial hardship. 
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'. 

22. p:oposals 1 and 2 envision the participation of a 

~umber of consumer organizations. 
23. To date, TURN is the only orqanization which has 

sought access to the PG&E ~illL~q envelope. 
24. Costs associated with inserting PG&E's Progress 

are not separated from other costs of preparing the billing 
e:lvelope and are not treated below the line for ratemaki:c.q purposes. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. This commission's findings on the issue of ownership 
of the extra space in PG&E's billing envelope in 0.93887 as I 
~odified should not be relitiqated in this proceeding. 1 

2. Findings of Fact S8, S8(a), S9 and 60 of D.93887 as 
modified should be considered final for the purpose of this proceeding. \ 

3.. Objection to the testimony of_Thomas C. torig is 'properly 
overruled. The test~ony should be received. e 4. The Al.J's sustaining of the objeetion to the introduction 
of all of Exhibit 12 and questiOns and answers 10 t..i.rough 17 of 
EXhibit 11 was proper and the request to reopen should be denied. 

5. PG&E's· motion to dismiss for failure to allege a 
violation as :equired by PU Code Section 1702 was properly denied 
by the ALJ .. 

6- The motion to dismiss for failure to address the 
Fi=st Amendment problems in the complaint itself should be denied. 

7- The motion t~ dismiss for failure to sign the complaint 
as required by Rule 4 of our Rules of Practice and Procedure should 
be denied .. 
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8. The "dedica.tion" concept does not affect the Commission's 
jurdisdiction over this matter. 

9. The Commission's assertion of jurisdiction over this 
matter does not interfere with a proper management prerogative. 

10. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution 
does not deprive this Commission of its ability to, regulate the 
usage of the billing envelope or to require PG&E to distribute 
the messages of third parties. 

11. The TURN proposal as implemented by this decision 
does not violate the equal protection provisions of either 
the United States or California constitutions. 

12. The proposal as implemented ~y this decision does, 
not constitute a taking of property in violation of the Fifth 
and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

13. TURN's access to PG&E's billing envelope should be 
contingent on its filing with the Commission notice indicating 
that an acceptable mechanism has been established to account for receiot 
and disbursal of all funds obtained through billincr envelope SOliCitation! 
and the months over the next two years TORN plans to insert 
materials. 

14. ?roposals 1 and 2 should not be adopted at this time. 
lS. Proposal 3 should be adopted as modified in this 

decision. 
16. Adoption of proposal 3 as modified should not foreclose 

the L~plementation of future meritorious proposals. 

o R D E R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The complete testimony of Thomas C. tong, taken under 

s~ission at the hearing subject to legal argument, is received 
in evic:.ence. 
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2. The Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) exclusion of 
Exhibit 12 and questions and answers. 10 through 17 of Exhibit 11 
is affirmed and the request to reopen the hearing to receive 
this evidence is denied. 

3. The ALJ's denial of Pacific Gas and Electric Company's 
(PG&E) motion to dismiss for failure to comply with Public 
Utilities Code Section 1702 is affirmed. 

4. PG&E's motion to dismiss for failure of Toward Utility 
Rate Normalization (~ORN) to address, in the complaint itself, 
the First Amendment problems is denied. 

extent: 
5. The complaint of TORN is granted to the following 

(a) PG&E shall give T~~ access to the 
extra space in the billing envelope 
four t~~es a year for the next two 
years. PG&E shall be permitted to 
use the extra space during the re
maininc; months. 

(~) PG&E and TORN shall each deter.mine 
the content of its o~ material. 

(c) 

(d) 

Priority shall be given to the billing 
and lec;ally-mandated notices to customers. 
I: TORN is prevented from insertinc; its 
materials during any month because of this 
priority, it shall be allowed access during 
ano~~er month. This alternate month shall be 
~~.~URN's choosing. 
Costs of inserting materials in the 
extra space shall be borne by the 
sponsor of the materials. PG&E shall 
bill TORN for all reasonable costs 
the company incurs beyond its usual 
cost of billing that result from the 
addition of TORN's materials. Costs 
associated with inserting the Progress 
shall be separated from other billing 
costs and aSSigned to shareholders. 
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(e) All of tURN's material shall clearly 
identify TURN as its source and state 
that its contents have been neither 
reviewed nor endorsed by PG&E Or 
this Commission. 

(f) Funds received by tURN from the bill 
insert process shall be used solely 
for purposes related to ratepayer 
representation in Commission pro
ceedings involving PG&E. 

(g) TORN shall establish an aaequate 
mechani~~ to account for the receipt 
and disbursal of all funds received 
through the bill insert process. 

(h) TURN shall prepare and distribute an 
annlJ.al report to all PG&E ratepayers 
who contribute to TO&~ through the 
bill insert proc~ss. The report shall 
describe TURN's efforts on behalf of 
residential ratepayers in the past year 
and include a statement audited by a certified 
public accountant stating the ~ount received 
by TURN from ratepayers through the insert 
process and how the funds were spent to 
advance the interests of ratepayers. The 
first repor~ shall be distributed on or 
before February 1, 1985, and cover 'I..-~1 '10.._ " / 

calendar year 1984 ~ A'second report S • .Icl.Io ~ 
distributed one year later. M original and 12 copies 
of 'IURN' s reports· shall be filed with 'the Comnission' s 
Docket Office -within 5 days of distribution. 

(i) Actual insertion of tURN's materials shall 
commence 30 days after TURN files a notice 
with this Commission indicating that an 
adequate mechanism has been established to 
account for the receipt and disbursal of 
all funds received through the bill insert 
process. TU~~ shall describe the mech~nism 
in the notice. The notice shall also identify 
the months over the next two years during 
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which Tu~ plans to access the extra space 
in the billing envelope. Except for the 
provisions of subparaqraph (c) above, both 
PG&E and TURN shall be bound by t~e schedule 
in this :lotiec. 

~his order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated Decembc~ 20, 1983 , at S~n Francisco, California. 

I dissent in part. 

/s/ VICTOR CALVO 
Com.."'nissioner 

I dissent. 
/s/ ~~LLIAM T. BAGLEY 

Commissioner 

, .. 

LEONARD M. GRIMES, JR .. 
President 

VICTOR ~VO 
PRISCILLA~C. GREW 
DONALD VIAL 

Commissioners 

, 
I •• 
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CO~SSIONER VICTOR CALVO, concurring and dissenting in p~rt, 

Today's decision represents a significant step towards 
broader public participation in our proceedings. The use of 
the extra space in the billing envelope by organizations 
representing rcsieenti~l ratepayers can only enhance the 
deci's±on-mZl .. ki.ng· process. 

Along with my three colleagues, I fully concur that the 
o. 

value of the e:.:tr.l space which remains in the billing envelope 
ought to inure to the benefit of the ratepayer. Likewise, I 
fully concur that providing access to the billing envelope to 
an organization like TORN is desirable. I also anticipate 
that the same high quali~y of performance from TURN will prevail 
in its use of the billing envelope. 

Having said this, ! feel compelled to dissent in part 
from ~~e aeopted decision. I do so because I have serious 
reservations about the procedures adopted in the decision 
rather than the substance of the decision itself. 

Specifically, I am troubled by three aspects. First, the 
decision gives TORN access to the billing envelope four times 
a year for the next two years. Although TORN is required to 
file an annual report with the Commizsion, I would have pre
ferred a procedure which would have ¢stablished a complete 
Commission review of the entire experL~cnt after one year. A 
year's experience would have ~llowcd this Co~~ission to make 
valuable comparisons of this proposal and the O~~ experiment. 
At the end of a year's time we would also have been afforded 
~~c opportunity for a full review and a complete evaluation of 
these proqrruns. My concern is that tho decision does not 

formally allow the Commission ~ realistic opportunity to review 
the exper~ent until after a full two years h~ve passed. 
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·H.nile I recognize that the Commission may reopen this 
proceeding at any time, the expectation we have created by 
this decision is th~t we should not need to do so until the 
two years h~ve elapsed. I ~ not comfortable with this 
approach. 

The second aspect. which concerns me is that ~~ere is 
no formal creation of a panel or bo~rd to resolve disputes 
which are likely to arise between TORN, or any other repre
sentative group, and PG&E. I would have preferred for our 
order to have directed PG&E and TORN to establish an 
arbitration-type panel, perhaps consisting of one member 
each from PG&E and TORN, and a third member chose~ by both. 
By creating an arbitration panel, ~~ere would be ~n incentive 
on the part of both parties to tailor the ratepayer-sponsored 
bill in$erts in a manner that would encourage greater accuracy 
of con~ent and also eliminate controversy, thus better serving 
the ratepayer. 

The last aspect which concerns me iz that the decision 
does not sufficiently emphasize that TORN is not to be given 
exclusive acce~s to the hilling envelope. I strongly believe 
tha~ any other organization meeting ~~e criteria set forth in 
our deci~ion should be afforded access equal to that given 
TU~~ and ~~at there be specific~ a precise and relatively 
s±mpli:ied method for Commission review and decisionmaking. 

For ~ll of the reasons set forth above, I concur and 
disse:lt. 

V:CTOR CALVO, Commissioner 

December 20, 1983 
San Francisco, california 
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e WILLIAM T. BAGLEY, Commissioner, Dissenting: 

The Commission majority would create a ratepayer 
property right, equitable in nature, in the surplus space (i.e., 
unused postal weight allowance) of billing envelopes mailed t~ 
customers by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The 
Co~~ssion's acknowledged premise is that such unused space has 
'economic value (which could be sold) and that such value is 
contributed to and thus c~eated by the utility ratepayer.lI 

The conclusion in this proceeding, flowinq from such 
premise, is that a Single entity representing ratepayers (TORN) 

is clothed with a property interest in and is thus 'granted the 
rioht to use thi's "extra space" in four of the monthly billings 
per year and, by so doing, to preempt and supplant the otherwise 
constitutionally protected rights of the defendant.~ 

1I Paeifie Gas and Elect~1c Co. (1981) _____ cal.P.U.C.2d ____ , 
Decision (D.) 938$7 (as modified by :0.82-03-047 issued 
March 2, 1982), "We think there are or may be many other 
uses for the 'extra' space. That such space could be 
sold to public advertisers (without any extra postage 
costs) at once demonstrates that the space surely has 
value. That economic 'value' belongs to the ratepayers, 
who create the space by paying for the envelope and 
postage." (Mimeo at p.1S9b.) See related Findinqs of 
Facts 58, 5Sa, and 59. (Mimeo at pp.220-22l.) 

Y "We will require PG&E to qi ve TURN aceess to the extra 
space in the billing envelope four times a year for 
the next two years. PG&E will be permitted to continue 
to insert the progress during the remaininq months." 
Further, "It is reasonable to assume that the ratepayers 
will benefit more from exposure to a variety of views •••• " 
(Majority opinion at p.23). It is reasonable to state that 
this last sentence demonstrates the unconstitutional 
rationale of the majority opinion. liTo allow a qovernment 
the choice of permiSSible subjects for public debate would 
be to allow that government control over the search for 
political truth." Consolidated Edison y. Public Service 
CommiSSion (1980) 447 U.S. 530, 538 (62 L.Ed.2d 319, 
100 S.Ct. 2326). 
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As aQmirab1e as the intent may be and as helpful to 
this Commission and to the ratepayer as the TURN organization is, 
the majority thus embarks upon a leqal journey which reduces 
itself to an absurdity. FUrther, basic free speech constitu
tional rights would be overridden by this question-beqqing 
creation of the equitable right in question. In that context, 
this is a very illiberal decision. 

This decision comes complete circle in its rationale 
and also in its attempt at an evolutionary creation of an 
equitab~e-type property riqht. Its ostensible ingenuity is 
only surpassed by its legal illoqic. Seemingly takinq a cue 
from the early English High Court of Chancery and finding no 
remedy at law (i.e., constitutional and statutory authority), 
and also findinq First and 14th Amendment obstacles, it creates 
an J:Jl 'ge:t'sonam right to speak forthcoming from a "property" 
riqht in the forum. It thus would obviate all constitutional 
questions. 

This rationale attempts to follow some early equitable 
principles and at the same time begs the question at issue -
whether this Commission has constitutional and statutory powers 
to order this proeedure. This is made evident and obvious by 
the decision's limited two page (pp.1S, 38) discussion of statu
tory authority and the e~ensive discussion of the ostensible 
equitable right. 

That such statutory powers of this Commission are 
limited is the subject of the recent California Supreme Court 
decision in Consumers Lobby Against Monopol~ v. Public Utility 
Commission (l979) 25 Cal.3d 891 (160 Cal.Rptr. 124; 603 P.2d 41). 
The Court there commented upon both equitable and statutory 
(Sections 701 and 728 of the PUblic Utilities Code) powers. The 
lead opinion stated that the Commission's statutory powers did 
not extend to awardinq attorneys fees, and that its equitable 
powers only app11ed in quasi-judicial reparations eases but not 
in quasi-legislative ratemakinq proceedings. (At pp.909-910.) 
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"'I'UR..~'s theory (of public participation costs] cuts far too 
broadly • • • and the consequences of such an interpretation 
would go ~r bey;ond the circumstances presented in this ease." 
(Emphasis added). (At p .. 911). 

That latter quotation of our Supreme Court could not 
be more appropriate in this instant matter. What is this 
illusory equitable right which wou~d be created and how far 
would it extend? Is it a constructive trust based on some 
type of wrongdoinq or mistake or perhaps a resultinQ trust 
based upon implied intent? Can there be, in California, any 
type of trust not based upon statute? (McCUrdy v. Otto (1903) 
140 Cal. 48, 73 ·P. 748.) Or is it an equitable lien which if 
not imposed would result in unjust enrichment? (Restatement 
of Restitution, Section 1&1.) Perhaps its basis is Henry VIII's 
Statute of Uses (1536), the central provision of which accordin~ 
to Maitland was "the declaration that where ever one was seised 
to the use of another, he who had the use should be deemed to 
have a legal estate corresponding to the interest he had in the 
use." (J .. Cribbet, C. Johnson, Cases and Materials on Property, 
(4th Ea. 1978) p.297. But the statute of uses has no applica
tion under california law. (Estate of Fair (1901) 132 Cal. 523, 
60 P. 442.) 

Reqardless of source, what are "the consequences 
beyond the circumstances presented in this case"? The face of 
every utility-owned dam, the side of every buildinq, the surface 
of every qas holder risinq above our cities, and the bumpers of 
every utility vehicle - to name just a few relevant examples _ 
have "excess space" and "economic advertisinq value". Some 
utility corporations place bumper-strip messages on their 
vehicles. Buses and trucks regularly carry advertisin~ messaQes. 
In the words of the majority at paqe 23 of the decision, "'It is 
reasonable to assume that the ratepayers will benefit from 
exposure to a variety of views • • .. .." Is it the postulate of 
this Commission, flowinQ from the deCision's stated premise, 
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that any three Commissioners at any time miqht decide that 
ratepayers would benefit from exposure to Some particular 
socially desirable messaqe from some ratepayer qroup making 
use of any or all such areas of excess valuable space? Could 
the Gun Owners of california, Inc., headed by a politically
active State Senator, convinee three future members o·f this 
Commission that it should be allowed to promote wood-cutting 
and wood burninq messages to ratepayers as a fuel conservation 
aspect of the Qroup's espoused rural ethic? And then use that 
"excess space" message to raise funds to be used by it on 
behalf of ratep~yers. Similarly, the Sierra Club, by a finding 
of three CommiSSioners, after an on-the-record proceeding, could 
be said to represent the conservation interests of ratepayers in 
ratemaking cases and thus, also, be allotted some of the excess 
space for recruitinq and fund-raising purposes. 

And once established as a riqht, perhaps ultimately 
~ rem rather than in the M hoc, in personam method here estab
lished, is the riqht subject to defeasance? Will there not be 
writs of mandate entertained to protect this established property 
riQht in the valued excess space? Of interest, see Sierra Club 
y. Morton (1972) 405 U.S. 727 (92 S.Ct. 1361) which affirmed the 
Cireuit Court and held aqainst plaintiff's standinq to sue: 

But if a "special interest" in this subject 
were enough to entitle the Sierra Club to 
commence this litigation, there would appear 
to be no objective basis upon which to dis
allow a suit by any other bona fide "speCial 
interest" orqanization, however small or 
short-lived. And if any group with a bona 
fide "special interest" could initiate sueh 
litigation, it is difficult to perceive why 
any individual citizen with the same bona 
fide special interest would not also be 
entitled to do so. (At p.739) 
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this dissent need not elaborate on the freedom of speech 
issue which permeates this proceedino. It is sufficient to refer 
to Consolidated Edison v. Public Servjce Commission (l980). 
447 u.s. 530, 537 where the Supreme Court states: 

The First Amendment's hostility to content
based regulation extends not only to 
restrictions on particular viewpoints, but 
also to prohibition of public discussion of 
an entire topic. As a general matter, "the 
First Amendment means that government has 
no power to restrict expression because of 
its message, its ideas, its subject matter, 
or its content. 00 

But it should be specially noted that this very same 
Commission, ~th three of the present majority sittino and without 
dissent recently stated in frankel v. Pae;f1c Gas and Electric 
ComEan~ (l982) ____ Cal.P.U.C.2d ____ , D.82-07-009 at mimeo p.3: 

We have ruled that while we may disallow 
advertising expenses (to be charged to 
ratepayers) which we will find unreason
able, we cannot issue gag orders without 
interfering with a util~tyos freedom of 
speech rights. We adhere to this deter
mination. The u.S. supreme Court has 
specifically disapproved advertising 
prohibitions by regulatory commissions, 
and has speeifically held that the right 
of free speech extends to corporations. 
(Centr~l Hudson Gas & Elec. Co. v. Pub. 
S,erv .. Cornm. of N.Y •. (1980) 447 U.S. 557~ 
Consolidated Edison Co. v. Pub. Servo 
Comma of N.Y. (1980) 447 U.S. 530. 
(Emphasis added.) 

The Frankel decision responded to a specific eomplaint askinq 
that this Commission prohibit the Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company from publishinq certain post-storm promotional messages. 
It should also be noted that the instant decision effectively 
prohibits the same defendant from bill-mailed free speech 
messages during four months of the year. Free Speech is allowed 
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for the rema~ning two-thirds of the billing year.~ On that very 
4It point, and with the same parties before it, this ~ommission in 

the immediate predecessor decision to this proceeding said: 

Even more importantly, it is incumbent On TURN 
to demonstrate whether it is permissible to 
ban the Progress entirely if we simply intend 
to use that "extra" space for conservation 
messages, or other speech, composed by the 
COmmission, interested public participants 
such as TURN or other parties. This might 
simply be a substitution of one form of speech 
for another, a preference for qovernmentally 
sponsored or governmentally allowed speech. 
Such a preference could be more dangerous than 
the evil which TURN seeks to correct. Pacific 
Gas and Electx;ic Co. (1981) Cal .. P.'O'.C.2d, __ 
_______ , D.93887 mimeo at p .. 15ge. 

Much of the above makes reference to the formation and 
characterization of certain property and equitable rights and may 
leave the impression that such rights are thought to be static 
and sterile - that the defendant's physical ownership and posses
Sion of property al?ne should dictate the result. Such intent 
should not be inferred. To the contrary, it is acknowledqed that: 

(A)n owner must expect to find the absoluteness 
of his property rights curtailed by the organs 
of society, for the promotion of the best 
interests of others for whom these organs also 
operate as protective agencies. The 'necessity 
for such curtailments is greater in a modern 
industrialized and urbanized society than it 
was in the relatively simple American society 
of fifty, 100, or 200 years ago. The current 
balance between individualism and do~nance of 
the social interest depends not only upon 
political and social ideologies, but also upon 
the physical and social facts of the time and 
place under discussion. (5 Powell, Real 
Property (1970) Section 745, pp.493-495.) 

JI "PG&E will be permitted to continue to insert the Progress 
during the remaining months .. " (Majority opinion at p .. 23.) 
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But here we deal with more than just a classical ~roperty 
ri~ht defense to some type of Qovernmental action or constrxction 
affectin~ property ~ $~. ThouQh certain l4th Amendment property 
ri;hts have been diluted over the years vi$ ~ vis ~~ owner's 
claimed ri9ht of usa;e of the property itself,i1 it is submitted 
that prope:ty riQhts have never been ~d should never be eroded. 
~~d by judicial fiction transferred to otners, in order to justify 
a Qove=nme~tal const~ictio~ on First Amendment prinei~ls of free 

speech. Therein lies a ~~jor distinction present in this case.~ 
In the face of ~hese basic constitutio~al ri~hts, 

applicable ~o a!l, the majority proposes to create an e~uitable 
ri~ht which it states will, in the n~~e of ratepayer protection. 
obviate all concerns ~e s~pervene al! constitutional constraints. 
Additionally ~d ~avoidably, the majority decision would result 
in a legal and a~~nistrative morass caused by future extensions 
of the Co~~ssion's decreed property right. Such an exercise is 
as da..~~ero'C.S as it is u..~precedented and \mwarranted in the law. 
If further citation is desired for the propoSition that no such . 
ri9ht exists, see Fields v. Mich~el (1949) 9l Cal.App.2d 443, 
(205 P.2d 402).§I 

see diSCUSSion in ~9unty 2£ Los An¥e1es v. B~~~ ( 980) 
Cal.3d 201 (161 Cal.Rptr. 742, 605 ?2d 381) includinq re~erences 
to Civil Cod~ Section 1009 adopted after ~on-pietz. ,See. also 
discussion in ~qins v. 'City of Tiburon (1979) 24 Cal.3d 26~ 
(l?? cal.R~tr. 372, 598 P.2d 25). 

See C9nsolid3ted Edison v. Public Service C9m~i~sion (1980) 447 
U.S. 530, 540, "But the Comr.-.ission's atte:npt to restrict the 
free expression o~ a private party cannot be upheld by reliance 
upon precedent that rests on the special interests in a ~overn
ment in overseeinq the use of its property. tI 

"That no direct authority upon it has been p:,oduced must be due 
alone to the fact that legal evolution had not proqressed far 
enouqh to develop a needless precedent for a necessary conclu
sion." 9l cal.App.2d at p.451. 
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(,~) All of TURN's material shall clearly 
identify TURN as its source and state 
that its contents have been neither 
reviewed nor endorsed by PG&E or 
this Commission. 

(f) Funds received by TURN from the bill 
insert process shall be used solely 
for purposes related to ratepayer 
representation in Commission pro
ceedings involving PG&E. 

(g) TURN shall establish an adequate 
mechanism to acco~t for the re~eipt 
and disbursal of all funds received 
through the bill insert process. 

(h) TURN shall prepare and d~ribute an 
annual report to all ?G&E ratepayers 
who contribute to T~ through the 
bill insert process. The report shall 
describe TORN's e.f'forts on behalf of 
residential rat~ayers in the past year 
and include a;statement audited by a certified 
public acco~ant stating the amount received 
by TORN from/ratepayers through the insert 
process an~how the funds were spent to 
advance.tje interests of ratepayers. The 
first re,port shall be distributed on or 
~fore~ebruary 1, 1985, and cover 
calendar year 1984. A second report shall 
be diStributed one year later. Copies of 
TURN/ s reports shall be filed with the 
Commission within 5 days of distribution. 

I 
(i) Actual insertion of TURN's materials shall 

commence 30 days after TURN files a notice 
/with this Commission indicating that an 

/ adequate mechanism has been established to 
I account for the receipt and disbursal of 

/ all funds received through the bill insert 
process. TURN shall describe the mechanism 
in the notice. The notice shall also identify 
the months over the next two years during 
which T~~ plans to access the extra space 
in the billing envelope. Except for the 
prOvisions of subparagraph (c) above, both 
PG&E and TURN shall be bound by the schedule 
in this notice. 
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This order becomes effective 30 days from today 
DATED DEC 20 1983 , at San Francisco, 

California 

I dissent in part. 
VIctOR CALVO 

, Commissioner 

I dissent. 
WILLIAM T. BAGLEY 

Commissioner 

LEONARD M. GRIMES. JR. ~/ 
Pros1d.oxl't 

VICTOR CALVO /' 
'PRISC!LLt.. C /G~ 
:OO~AL:> VI~ 

Co~!. .... ::,;io~or::s 


